What is the European Quantum Week education session?

This fully virtual event is designed to teach students in secondary schools and the general public about Quantum Science and Technologies. The event is organized by the Quantum Flagship and will take place during the first edition of the European Quantum Week (EQW) 2-6.11.20. (Link will be provided asap)

Who can join?

All secondary school classes can join the European Quantum Week education session.

How to join?

A school class can join by filling in the online form at https://rb.gy/w6o9yt before 25-10-20.

How it works?

The interactive one-hour lectures will take place online on 3/11/2020 at 10am, 4/11/2020 at 11am and 5/11/2020 at 12 noon. The lecture will be given by a quantum technology expert. The week before the session, you will receive the link to access the live lecture. You are expected to be present for the entire duration of the lecture (about 50 minutes).


Should you have any questions, do not hesitate to get in touch <mailto:dkilbane@tssg.org or michael.mcgettrick@nuigalway.ie>.

We are looking forward to having you on board!